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The effective number of relativistic neutrino species is a fundamental probe of the early Universe, and its
measurement represents a key constraint on many scenarios beyond the Standard Model of Particle
Physics. In light of this, an accurate prediction of Neff in the Standard Model is of pivotal importance. In
this work, we consider the last ingredient needed to accurately calculate NSM

eff : standard zero and finite-
temperature QED corrections to eþe− ↔ νν̄ interaction rates during neutrino decoupling at temperatures
around T ∼MeV. We find that this effect leads to a reduction of −0.0007 in NSM

eff . This next-to-leading-
order QED correction to the interaction rates, together with finite-temperature QED corrections to the
electromagnetic density of the plasma, and the effect of neutrino oscillations, implies that NSM

eff ¼ 3.043
with a theoretical uncertainty that is much smaller than any projected observational sensitivity.
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Introduction. The number of effective relativistic neutrino
species, Neff , represents a key probe of the thermal history
of the early Universe. In particular, an array of new light
states beyond the Standard Model (BSM) are expected to
contribute to this quantity, and current measurements of
Neff at recombination and during big bang nucleosynthesis
represent in many cases our best handle on many BSM
settings [1]. Relevant examples of these include light sterile
neutrinos [2,3], dark sectors [4,5], and pseudo-Goldstone
bosons including axions and majorons [6–11]. Yet, Neff
measurements are currently the best test of high-frequency
primordial gravitational wave backgrounds [12], they
provide a lower bound on the reheating temperature of
the Universe [13–15], or they tell us how light thermal dark
matter can be [16,17].
From the observational perspective, the Planck

Collaboration has reported unprecedented precision mea-
surements of Neff . Within the framework of the standard
cosmological model,ΛCDM,Neff ¼ 2.99�0.17 at 68% CL
[18]. Furthermore, other recent ground-based cosmic micro-
wave background (CMB) experiments such as SPT-3G [19]
and ACT [20] report measurements of Neff compatible with

Planck albeit with error bars which are a factor of ∼2–3
larger. The situation is expected to improve very soon as the
Simons Observatory is under construction and aiming to
deliver a measurement of Neff with a precision of σðNeffÞ ≃
0.05 in the upcoming ∼6 years [21]. Importantly, the next
generation of CMB experiments should reach a precision of
σðNeffÞ ≃ 0.03 [22,23]. Looking further ahead, ultrasensitive
futuristic CMB experiments could even reach a sensitivity of
σðNeffÞ ≃ 0.014 [24].
To draw meaningful conclusions from precise measure-

ments of Neff , its value in the Standard Model needs to be
known accurately. In particular, NSM

eff as relevant for CMB
observations is defined as

NSM
eff ≡ 8

7

�
11

4

�
4=3

�
ρν
ργ

�
; ð1Þ

where ρν and ργ are the energy densities in relativistic
neutrinos and photons at T ≪ me, respectively.
A precision calculation of NSM

eff requires one to solve the
process of neutrino decoupling in the early Universe, and
this has been a subject of intense study for more than
40 years now; see Refs. [25–45] for references devoted to
this problem, Refs. [46,47] for reviews, and Ref. [48] for
a book.
Neglecting the process of neutrino decoupling, one

obtains NSM
eff ¼ 3 simply by entropy conservation between

T ∼ 10 MeV and T ≪ me [49,50]. However, a series of
physical ingredients make this number larger by ∼1% as
summarized in Table I and as discussed in what follows.
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First, neutrino interactions freeze out at a temperature
around T ∼ 2 MeV, which is not too different from the
electron mass. This means that some electrons and posi-
trons do annihilate to neutrinos and slightly heat the
neutrino bath, increasing their energy density and therefore
making Neff larger; see Eq. (1). This is by far the largest
effect and leads to ΔNSM

eff ¼ þ0.03 [25–27,29–31,41,42].
Second, Neff is a ratio between neutrino and electro-

magnetic energy densities. At the time of neutrino decou-
pling, the electromagnetic sector of the plasma consist of a
large number of photons, electrons, and positrons, and at
finite temperature, these particles obtain small but nonzero
corrections to their dispersion relations and to their masses,
e.g., mγðTγÞ ≃ eTγ=

ffiffiffi
6

p
≃ 0.12Tγ where e ≃ 0.3 is the

electric charge coupling. This mass is substantially smaller
than the typical energy of the particles E ∼ 3T but
nevertheless can change the pressure and energy density
by ∼1=30, and this indeed leads to a positive correction to
NSM

eff of þ0.01 [40,51].
Third, taking the measured values of the masses and

mixings of neutrinos, one readily realizes that neutrinos start
oscillating at T ∼ 5–10 MeV. This means that neutrino
oscillations are also a relevant physical ingredient at the
time of neutrino decoupling. The numerical impact of
neutrino oscillations on NSM

eff is not large, as what neutrino
oscillations do is simply redistribute energy among neutrino
flavors. When this effect is included, it leads to a positive
correction to NSM

eff of ∼þ 0.0007 [34,35,38,43–45].
Finally, the key processes that control neutrino decou-

pling are annihilations and scatterings with electrons and
positrons. So far, all calculations of Neff in the Standard
Model have used the Born rates as computed using Fermi’s
theory of weak interactions at leading order. However, and
as is well known for neutrino experiments sensitive to
neutrino-electron scatterings [52–55], there are relevant
QED corrections to these types of processes which can alter
the interaction rates by ∼5% for MeV energies; see, e.g.,
Refs. [56,57]. The potential relevance of these radiative
corrections was highlighted in Ref. [42], but to date, there is
no study accounting for these QED corrections when
solving the process of neutrino decoupling. This is pre-
cisely the gap that we fill in this paper. We follow closely
the calculation of radiative corrections to eþe− → νν̄ in a

stellar plasma [58] to find the relevant NLO correction to
the eþe− reaction rates. At next-to-leading order (NLO),
the eþe− → νν̄γ phase-space integration is extremely
challenging and impedes the use of the Liouville equation
to solve for the process of neutrino decoupling. In this
situation, we instead solve the process of neutrino decou-
pling assuming that neutrinos possess a thermal distribution
function with a dynamical temperature driven by neutrino
interactions as considered in Refs. [41,42]. The method has
been shown to accurately reproduce the results obtained by
solving the Liouville equation and remarkably allows us to
implement the NLO effects in a straightforward manner.
Our final result shows that the effect of this NLO correction
on the rates is to reduce NSM

eff by −0.0007, which is similar
in magnitude to the effect of neutrino oscillations. Putting
all effects together, we predict

NSM
eff ¼ 3.0432ð2Þ ≃ 3.043; ð2Þ

where the reminder theoretical uncertainties are expected at
the level of 0.0002 arising mainly from a combination of a
lack of precise knowledge in θ12 [45] and yet unexplored
QED corrections to eν → eν reaction rates.
The reminder of our paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we

describe the calculation of the eþe− → νν̄ðγÞ reaction rate at
NLO in the fine structure constant α. Then, in Sec. III, we
describe ourmodelingof neutrinodecoupling and implement
this new NLO rate. We draw our conclusions in Sec. IV.

Methodology and Calculation of eþe− → νν̄ at NLO. In
this section, we briefly summarize the results of
Refs. [58,59] and outline their extension to the parameter
space needed for the present calculation. The energy
transfer rate from electrons to neutrinos by eþe− → ν̄ν
annihilations is defined as

Q≡ δρ

δt

����
eþe−→ν̄ν

¼
Z

d3p1

ð2πÞ32E1

Z
d3p2

ð2πÞ32E2

ðE1 þ E2ÞF e−ðE1ÞF eþðE2Þ

×
1

ð2πÞ2
Z

d3q1

2ω1

Z
d3q2

2ω2

δð4Þðp1 þ p2 − q1 − q2Þ

× ð1 − F νðq1ÞÞð1 − F ν̄ðq2ÞÞ
X
spin;να

jMj2; ð3Þ

where here F are distribution functions and jMj2 is the
matrix element squared.
NLO radiative corrections to the energy loss rate, Q,

induced by the process eþe− → νν̄ can be classified
as follows: (1) electron mass and wave function renormal-
ization, (2) electromagnetic vertex correction, and (3) γ
emission and absorption. These corrections are illustrated
in Fig. 1. In Ref. [58], the real-time formalism for finite-
temperature quantum field theory was used, consisting of

TABLE I. Various contributions to Neff in the Standard Model.
We highlight each effect to the first digit. When all are taken
together, we find NSM

eff ¼ 3.043.

Physical scenario NSM
eff − 3

Instantaneous neutrino decoupling 0
Neutrino interactions: residual eþe− → ν̄ν 0.03
QED corrections to ρeþe− and ργ 0.01
Neutrino oscillations 0.0007
QED corrections to eþe− ↔ ν̄ν rates (this work) −0.0007
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adding to the standard Feynmann propagators (which pro-
duce the zero-temperature or vacuum radiative corrections)
an additional contribution, depending on temperature, that
describes the interactionswith the real particles of the thermal
bath (finite-temperature radiative corrections).
All the amplitudes involved were evaluated analytically,

as described in detail in Ref. [58], and their square was then
integrated by the Monte Carlo technique over the relevant
phase space with an accuracy of better than 1% on Q [59].
It is worth noting that each correction in the list above is
plagued by infrared divergencies, even if the final result is
of course divergence free. To deal with these divergences,
they were regularized by explicitly subtracting all divergent
terms in a Laurent series around the pole singularities in
contributions of the type (1) and (2) at finite temperature,
while combining the soft part of bremsstrahlung (SB) with
the vacuum radiative corrections (VC) in order to estimate
the infrared-free zero-temperature radiative corrections. A
check was made that the final result is independent of the
soft cutoff, introduced in the numerical evaluation of the
SBþ VC contribution, as long as it is much smaller than
the electron mass [57].
The relevant temperatures to be investigated for thepresent

analysis were not completely covered in Refs. [58,59] (and
was partially represented by the top-left corner in Fig. 7 of
Ref. [58]), while the values of the electron chemical potential
of interest in the early Universe are the lowest one of the
previous work. We have thus extended our previous calcu-
lation to the relevant region, up to plasma temperatures
T ∼ 20 MeV, and show the resulting relative correction
ξNLO ¼ ðQjNLO −QjLOÞ=QjLO in Fig. 2. We can see that
the correction can be as large as −5% for Tγ ∼ 2 MeV as
relevant for neutrino decoupling. In particular, the bulk of
these NLO corrections comes from zero-temperature and
bremsstrahlung contributions (∼80% for Tγ ∼ 2 MeV),
while finite-temperature radiative corrections remain sub-
dominant. Since the NLO rate is smaller than the LO one, we
would then expect these radiative corrections to lower the
value of Neff . In addition, note that in principle the QED
corrections to the energy exchange rate are neutrino flavor
dependent, as the weak vertex has different coupling for νe
and νμ;τ. However, in practice, the numerical difference
between neutrino flavors turns out to be substantially smaller
than 1% for the relevant temperature range, and therefore the

NLO correction depicted in Fig. 2 effectively applies to all
neutrino flavors.
Note that the analytical calculation carried out in

Ref. [58] was performed under the assumption that in
Eq. (3)F νðq1Þ ¼ F ν̄ðq2Þ ¼ 0; i.e., we can neglect neutrino
Pauli blocking effects. This was justified by observing that
the neutrino mean free path in stars is large enough so they
do not experience any further interaction after emission,
and thus their number density at emission is negligible.
This is, however, not the case in the early Universe, where a
thermal population of neutrinos is present. Adding the two
factors of 1 − F ν to the calculation is extremely challeng-
ing, as this would require enhancing the numerical inte-
gration by two dimensions. The total effect can be as large
as ∼10% in the total rate. However, since what is relevant is
the ratio NLO vs leading order (LO), the impact of
neglecting Pauli blocking on the ratio is negligible and
should contribute to at most a 1% uncertainty on the ratio
shown in Fig. 2.

Neutrino Decoupling at NLO. The phase space of the NLO
eþe− → νν̄γ reaction rate is 15 dimensional, and this makes
it unfeasible to solve for neutrino decoupling using the
Liouville equation. Instead, we solve for neutrino decou-
pling using the integrated Boltzmann equations under the
approximation that the distribution function of neutrinos is
described by a Fermi-Dirac function with a temperature Tν

that is dynamically driven by neutrino interactions starting
from energy conservation in the Universe. This approach
has been shown to accurately reproduce all thermodynamic
variables as compared with the actual solutions from the
Liouville equation when using rates at LO [41,42]. Given
the agreement, in what follows, we use this method
but include the NLO correction depicted in Fig. 2.

1) 2) 3)

FIG. 1. Born diagram for eþe− → ν̄ν annihilations and NLO
QED corrections to the eþe− → ν̄ν process, including processes
contributing to (1) electron mass and wave function renormal-
ization, (2) electromagnetic vertex correction, and (3) photon
emission and absorption.

FIG. 2. The relative difference in the eþe− → ν̄ν energy
transfer rate between the NLO QED and Born scenarios as a
function of temperature as calculated in this study. In gray, we
highlight the approximate epoch at which neutrinos decouple in
the early Universe.
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The temperature evolution for the neutrino and electro-
magnetic temperatures reads

dTνα

dt
¼ −HTνα þ

δρνα
δt

=
∂ρνα
∂Tνα

; ð4Þ

dTγ

dt
¼−

4Hργþ3HðρeþpeÞþ3HTγ
dPint
dTγ

þP
α
δρνα
δt

∂ργ
∂Tγ

þ ∂ρe
∂Tγ

þTγ
d2Pint
dT2

γ

; ð5Þ

where here H is the Hubble rate, α ¼ e, μ, τ; ργ and ρe are
the energy densities in photons and eþe−, respectively; pe
is the pressure of eþe−; and Pint represents the NLO QED
correction to the joint pressure of the electromagnetic fluid
which we take from Refs. [40,51]. Finally, the neutrino
energy exchange rate can be written as

δρνα
δt

����
FD

SM
¼ G2

F

π5
½4ðg2αL þ g2αRÞFðTγ; Tνα ; ξ

NLOÞ

þ
X
β

FðTνβ ; Tνα ; 1Þ�; ð6Þ

where GF is Fermi’s constant, and as relevant for the
energies of interest (E ≪ MZ) [60–63],

geL ¼ 0.727; geR ¼ 0.233;

gμL ¼ −0.273; gμR ¼ 0.233; ð7Þ

and where for me ¼ 0 the F function reads

FðT1; T2; ξNLOÞ ¼ 32fFDa ðT9
1 − T9

2Þ × ð1þ ξNLOÞ
þ 56fFDs T4

1T
4
2ðT1 − T2Þ; ð8Þ

where the first term is related to annihilations and the
second term is related to scatterings. Numerically, one finds
fFDa ¼ 0.884 and fFDs ¼ 0.829. Here, ξNLO represents the
NLO QED correction for the eþe− → νν̄ energy transfer
rate, which we show in Fig. 2. Although the impact of the
electron mass on these rates is small, we incorporate it by
interpolating over the exact and numerically precomputed
rates including me as in Ref. [42].
We solve Eqs. (4) and (5) including the NLO correction

to the neutrino-electron energy transfer rate. We start the
integration at a high temperature where neutrinos are
strongly coupled, Tγ ¼ Tν ¼ 20 MeV.1 We then solve
the system until Tγ ≪ me, and we explicitly check that
the continuity equation is fulfilled at each integration step
with high accuracy. As a result, we find that the inclusion of

radiative QED corrections to eþe− → νν̄ rates implies a
shift on NSM

eff of

NNLO
eff − NLO

eff ¼ −0.0007: ð9Þ

This is the main result of our study. Combining it with the
state-of-the-art calculations that include the effect of
neutrino oscillations which yield a correction of the same
size but opposite sign [43–45], one then finds

NSM
eff ¼ 3.0432ð2Þ; ð10Þ

where the uncertainty is a combination of three factors of
0.0001 added in quadrature. One comes from the numerical
accuracy from the solution of the Liouville equation [45],
another comes from current uncertainty on θ12 [45], and in
addition we have added another one because we have not
accounted for radiative corrections in eν → eν reaction
rates. The effect of scatterings on neutrino decoupling is a
factor of ∼6 smaller than that of annihilations, and expect-
ing a change of at most 5% in this rate due to NLO QED
corrections makes up for this 0.0001 uncertainty. Finally,
we note that, while our calculation of the NLO correction
does not include Pauli blocking in Eq. (3), the uncertainty
generated by this should be at most 10−5 for Neff and is
therefore negligible.
Finally, we would like to comment about the effect of

other radiative corrections to the process of neutrino
decoupling:
(1) For electroweak radiative corrections, it is important

to properly consider the matching between the
SUð2Þ ×Uð1Þ invariant theory at E ¼ MW down to
the four-Fermi theory describing neutrino-electron
interactions at E ∼ 1 MeV. The effect from virtualW
andZ bosons is∼1–2% and has been calculated in the
literature [60]. These effects are precisely taken into
account at the one-loop level in the low-energy
couplings describing the neutrino-electron inter-
actions in our Eq. (7); see Refs. [60–63].

(2) For other processes induced at OðαÞ, at NLO in
QED, there are two other processes beyond the ones
we have discussed so far: plasmon decays (γ → ν̄ν)
and neutrino photoproduction (eγ → eν̄ν). However,
it is easy to see that plasmon decays are totally
negligible in the early Universe at T ∼MeV, see
Ref. [58], and that the rate of neutrino photopro-
duction at T ∼MeV is ∼0.1% of that of eþe− → ν̄ν
annihilations and therefore is also negligible [58].

Conclusions.Measurements of Neff represent a key test for
many scenarios beyond the Standard Model of particle
physics and cosmology and as such its prediction in the
Standard Model is of remarkable importance. In this work,
we have accounted for the last relevant ingredient needed
to calculate Neff with high accuracy: radiative QED

1We have considered two cases, one where we track Tνe and
Tνμ;τ , separately, and one where we consider the neutrino fluid as
coupled, Tν ¼ Tνe ¼ Tνμ;τ , and find the very same shift on NSM

eff
from theNLOcorrection. The latter scenario can be seen as away to
artificially account for the effect of neutrino oscillations [41,42].
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corrections to the eþe− → νν̄ reaction rates. We have
calculated this NLO correction as relevant for neutrino
decoupling at T ∼MeV. We have found that this correction
is ∼ − 5% at T ∼ 2 MeV, see Fig. 2, which suggests that
NSM

eff should be slightly smaller than previously expected.
By tracking the thermodynamic evolution of neutrinos,

eþe−, and photons in the early Universe using the inte-
grated Boltzmann equations including the NLO correction,
we have found that indeed the effect of this QED correction
is to reduce the number of relativistic neutrino species by
−0.0007. Remarkably, in the Standard Model, this effect is
as large in magnitude as that from neutrino oscillations.
Combining this result together with calculations that
account for neutrino oscillations and finite temperature
corrections to the electromagnetic densities, we find that
NSM

eff ¼ 3.0432ð2Þ ≃ 3.043. This result is stable, and we
believe that this NLO effect is the ultimate one needed to
calculateNSM

eff with high accuracy since the current error bar

on the Standard Model prediction is much smaller than any
expected experimental sensitivity.
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